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Editorial:

Coral Partners Renmar for Recycling
Coral Products, one of the UK’s fastest growing plastic processing companies, has
partnered Renmar Plastics Machinery as part of their ongoing investment and waste
management programme.
Operating from 100,000 sq. ft. facility in Haydock, Coral Products’ modern plant hosts over
50 dedicated machines for injection and blow moulding.
Following the recent purchase of a blow moulding company, Coral inherited a large order for
wet wipe containers. Within the equipment received from the purchase, they were amazed
there was nothing to handle the recycling of the tops and tails.
It was clear they needed recycling machinery as soon as possible.
Following an online introduction via professional networking site Linkedin, Renmar General
Manager Dan Horne connected with Coral’s Quality Manager, Neil Ashurst. Dan introduced
the Renmar equipment to Neil, who subsequently organised a meeting between the
companies. This ultimately resulted in an order for four sets of granulators, conveyors and
hopper loaders with proportional valves.

Kristy Freeman, Sales Manager at Renmar, commented:
“From the very first meeting, the point made by Neil Ashurst and Andy Jones was that this
equipment was urgently required. The tops and tails were being thrown away – effectively
throwing money away – when they should have been recycled.
“The timeline shows just 76 days from order to complete delivery. What the timeline doesn’t
show is the enormous amount of work that went on in the background by both companies to
make it all happen. And through all this, a genuinely strong working relationship has
developed between the two companies.”
Andy Jones, General Manager at Coral Products, added:
“Our order of granulators, conveyors and hopper loaders from Renmar is a clear
demonstration of our commitment to reducing scrap rates, improving efficiency and providing
a better quality product for our customer.
“Thanks to companies like Renmar working in partnership with us and providing us with
excellent customer service and great products, we believe our future is very bright.”
Renmar is a leading supplier of machinery and ancillaries, with over 35 years’ experience in
the plastics industry. For more information on Renmar’s equipment and machinery, contact
them on 0844 6933225.
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About Renmar Plastics Machinery:
Renmar Plastics Machinery was formed over a decade ago by Kevin Horne, who is also the current Chairman of
the PMMDA (Polymer Machinery Manufacturers and Distributors Association).
We are a family run business based in Northamptonshire with over 35 years’ experience in the plastics industry
and as we are a family-run business our customers are key to our success and not treated as just another
number.
Through our exclusive partnerships with a selection of well-known international manufacturers we can supply a
quality range of machinery and ancillary equipment for many different industries such as plastics, print,
packaging, medical, automotive and food.
Our ancillary division features dryers, loaders, blenders, conveyors, granulators and mould heaters in addition to
our machinery division which covers the entire Amut Group range of extrusion, thermoforming, blown film, waste
handling and recycling lines.

